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Antologia de contos de almanaque.Thin sheets of aluminum, such as are typically used for the fabrication of structural components in the aircraft industry, are generally fabricated from a continuous strip of aluminum sheet stock that is subsequently worked or formed into the desired structural component. Such aluminum sheet stock may be pre-cut
into a desired sheet size, or the desired sheet size may be cut into the aluminum sheet stock, depending on the particular application. One type of aluminum sheet stock used to fabricate lightweight structures is commonly referred to as “light-gauge” (also known as “very-thin”) aluminum. Light-gauge aluminum generally refers to an aluminum sheet
stock having a thickness within the range of from about 0.040 inches to about 0.120 inches. Light-gauge aluminum sheet stock generally has a low strength-to-weight ratio relative to other aluminum alloys due to its relatively small cross-sectional area, i.e., it is relatively thin. Accordingly, it is common to reinforce light-gauge aluminum sheet stock
using a suitable reinforcing material, such as, for example, a honeycomb core. A honeycomb core is typically formed from a honeycomb core strip stock. The honeycomb core may be of a configuration suitable for the particular application and the type of work that is being performed on the workpiece. The honeycomb core may take any suitable

form and size, depending on the application. Typically, the sheet stock or core is heated in a forming press to an elevated temperature at which the aluminum sheet stock or core becomes malleable. The sheet stock or core is then formed or worked into a desired shape using the forming press. The forming press may be an upper and lower press that
are configured to apply a compressive force to the sheet stock or core, pressing the sheet stock or core into the desired shape. The compressive force may be applied to the sheet stock or core by upper and lower platens that may be disposed on either side of the sheet stock or core. After the sheet stock or core is formed, the forming press cools and

the formed workpiece is then further processed.ass--your name." "I even gave you a name." "Jerry." "But you already had that name, that's why I called you Jerry." "I can't believe you just go on like nothing happened." "I don't even know what I'd tell my boys if I walked in on them like this."
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